Distance determination in human ubiquitin by pulsed double electron-electron resonance and double quantum coherence ESR methods.
Recently, distance measurements by pulsed ESR (electron spin resonance) have been obtained using pulsed DEER (double electron-electron resonance) and DQC (double quantum coherence) in SDSL (site directed spin labeling) proteins. These methods can observe long range dipole interactions (15-80A). We applied these methods to human ubiquitin proteins. The distance between the 20th and the 35th cysteine was estimated in doubly spin labeled human ubiquitin. Pulsed DEER requires two microwave sources. However, a phase cycle is not usually required in this method. On the other hand, DQC-ESR at X-band ( approximately 9GHz) can acquire a large echo signal by using pulses of short duration and high power, but this method has an ESEEM (electron spin echo envelope modulation) problem. We used a commercial pulsed ESR spectrometer and compared these two methods.